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Nature and subject matter of Variance (Please state the section of by-law from
which you are seeking relief, the required standard and your proposal.):
I am seeking relief for a new garage addition that is not within the proper setback
from pleasant street. My current detached garage is already closer than 15
ft( setback). The new proposal would keep the same as current distance off the lot
line, however it will be wider on the same plane.

The Applicant presents the following evidence that supports grant of the
dimensional Variance:

a. Literal enforcement of the provisions of this by-law would involve substantial 
hardship, financial or otherwise, owing to circumstances related to the following
unique physical characteristics of the land (1. soil condition, 2. shape or 3.
topography of land or structures):

Due to the shape of our current house, this is the only feasible place to attach a
�;rarage to our house( Wh1Iemaking it accessible to the road). ltwi11allow us to
make union st our forever home, by adding needed living and storage space for our
family. In addition it will allow us to better keep cars off the street for parking, and
replace outdated barn doors that swing out even closer to the street. 

b. If this variance is allowed it will create no substantial detriment to the public
good because: 
Updating and renovating will not only make life easier for our family, it will also

improve the appearance of the street. Our current garage is extremely old and not
useful except for storage. Removing this eyesore and making a safer and more 
attractive structure will improve the neighborhood as a whole. 

c. If this variance is allowed, it will not nullify or substantially derogate from the
intent and purpose of the zoning bylaw because: 
Our current detached garage is already non conforming to the setback allowed. We
will just be creating a better, safer, although wider structure in the same space.

d. Will the proposed use include the storage or. process of any hazardous substance?
Yes ___ (Please attach additional information.) No _N_O ___ _
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